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Although some guidelines for flexible learning in the context of higher education and COVID-19 have

been designed, many of them have been focused on aspects concerning the delivery methods and

digital tools to use, the formats for assessment or design guidelines for activities and strategies so far

(Huang et al., 2020). Other aspects have been scarcely addressed, even before the pandemic. For

instance, a challenge in teaching and learning processes identified in the literature is the balance

between guidance and self-regulated learning and learner’s autonomy (Blaschke & Marín, 2020;

Tchounikine, 2019). This balance refers to the mechanisms that educators design to support the

development of student self-regulated learning, but also to the students’ learning strategies.

Literature has extensively covered self-regulated learning from the students’ perspective

(Anthonysamy et al., 2020; Broadbent & Poon, 2015; Hooshyar et al., 2020, Roth et al., 2016) and

more recently, from the educators’ view (Russell et al., 2020).

However, addressing the balance between guidance and self-directed learning is still a challenge to

both students and educators: the degree of guidance may be too high and, therefore, limit students’

self-regulated learning or, on the contrary, if too much flexibility is given, students may feel lost in

their learning process and do not find their way. We should also consider the wide diversity that can

exist among different students in terms of learning strategies and personal learning trajectory. In

addition, the different forms of education modalities in higher education (online, blended and hybrid

learning) ask for diverse approaches to this balance. Although used often as a synonym or as a form

of blended learning, hybrid learning is considered to be subtly different (Cohen et al., 2020): it is

more than just combining on-site and online learning or synchronous and asynchronous online

learning as in blended formats; it involves blurring the parts and creating something new by

rethinking our conception of place (Stommel, 2018).

Taking into account all these aspects, we pose the following question in this special issue: how to

find the balance between guidance and self-regulated learning in online, hybrid and blended

learning in higher education from educators and students’ perspectives, especially in post-COVID19

settings?

There are some self-regulated learning supports that can be helpful for educators and students to

consider, such as personalised learning pathways (Crosslin, 2018; Salinas & de Benito, 2020) or

adaptive systems and intelligent tutoring systems (Zawacki-Richter et al., 2020). However, the

situated student’ and educator’s views are still missing, and much needed, in order to put into place

effective and caring strategies for self-regulated learning that integrate digital possibilities. The



current context in higher education demands more research as comprehensive and systematic

intervention based on evidence, but also and more importantly, on innovation and experimentation

properly evaluated, which form a natural part of the building processes of learning scenarios. In

addition, the topic of the special issue should be considered against the pandemic backdrop of

possible shortages in digital competence by educators and students, and the urgent need of

optimising educators’ practice around the world.

We aim especially for empirical, experience or theoretical analysis articles that focus on the situated

analysis related to students and educators’ perspectives of strategies and artifacts to support balance

between self-regulated learning and educator guidance in online, hybrid and blended learning higher

education.

Possible topics:

- Personalised learning pathways codesigned by educators and students that include

self-regulated learning strategies

- Designing effective educator and ICT-supported feedback and guidance for self-regulated

learning

- Relationships between educators’ self-regulation and supports and students’ self-regulated

learning, self-directed learning, self-determined learning, autonomy and agency

- Educators’ and students’ use, selection and remixing of Open Educational Resources for

supporting guidance and self-regulated learning

- Co-design of strategies for assessment that emphasise educators’ and students’

self-regulation (e.g., self-assessment, co-assessment, peer-assessment)

- Design-based research of strategies/artifacts for self-regulated learning supports

- Relationships between digital competence/literacy and students’ self-regulation learning

skills

- Digital competence for educators that focus on establishing a balance between

self-regulation and guidance

- Using, interpreting, understanding and critically assessing learning data to support strategies

to balance guidance and self-regulated learning

- Adaptive systems and intelligent tutoring systems to balance guidance and self-regulated

learning

Papers should be submitted by 31st December 2021 and author guidelines can be found on JIME

journal website.
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